SPIRITUAL NURTURING
For Intuitive Children
Training Parents to Embrace
and Enhance Their Psychic
Child’s Abilities

If you are a psychic, medium, or spiritual coach, you have certainly come across families that were
blessed with intuitive children. Wanting to work with these families, their children, guiding them
through the challenges that they need to overcome to embrace and enhance such psychic
abilities, is no easy task.
In Spiritual Nurturing for Intuitive Children, Michelle Henderson offers guidance to all sorts of
healers on how to provide parents the tools and knowledge it requires to fully integrate psychic
children to their families. With practical exercises, the book covers important topics as Why parent
training?; Accepting and welcoming the intuitive child; Encouraging the powerful role of parents;
Navigating the challenges of raising psychic children; Fully integrating the family; Supporting
spiritually evolved children in different life stages, and Celebrating spiritual growth.
What if, instead of discouraging children’s spiritual growth, parents could be educated about the
spiritual world? Embrace the love, forgiveness, faith, and non-judgmental behavioral strategies to
nourish the intuitive side of children and their families. Our world needs our children to understand
what true love and acceptance really is.

MICHELLE HENDERSON
Michelle Henderson, M. Ed. worked in education as a teacher, educational
diagnostician, and behavior analyst for thirty years. While teaching children with
autism, she wrote a book titled A Three Element Social Skill Program: Instruction,
Drama, and Technology. In 2006, she opened IASIS Learning Center, a non-profit
organization teaching children social skills through drama techniques. After retiring
from education, knowing she was going to serve the Divine and offer spiritual
services, Michelle obtained her Ordained Ministry from the Universal Life Church
Ministries in 2019. In 2021, Michelle became a Certified Spiritual Advisor with
Psychic and Medium Certificates through the Lisa Williams International School of
Spiritual Development. With the knowledge she obtained through her life-long work
with children, she became passionate about helping intuitive children embrace their
gifts. Michelle also shares her innovative ideas with other lightworkers, giving them
direction about supporting families of intuitive children.
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